
 

Why are we able to see moving objects
against moving backgrounds?
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Visual motion is an important source of information for separating
objects from their backgrounds.

A spider camouflaged against a branch, for instance, immediately loses
its invisibility once it starts moving. A friend you're trying to spot in a
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crowded airport terminal is more distinguishable once she begins waving
her hands.

While the process of separating an object from a background is
seemingly effortless, researchers don't know how our visual system
manages to rapidly pick out and segregate moving objects from their
backgrounds.

According to new research from scientists at the University of
Rochester, one reason human beings are good at discerning smaller
moving objects in the foreground is that the brain becomes desensitized
to the motion in the larger background. Conversely, when a person's
brain is more sensitive to background motion, the negative trade-off is
that she will be less sensitive to smaller foreground objects. The
research, published in the journal Nature Communications, could lead to
new training programs for elderly adults and patients with conditions
such as schizophrenia, which has been linked to weaker motion
segregation.

"The human brain cannot possibly process all of the information around
us," says Duje Tadin, a professor of brain and cognitive sciences at
Rochester and the lead author of the study. "Being less sensitive to things
that are less important makes the brain more efficient and faster at
accomplishing the more important tasks."

Take driving for instance. As the background scenery whizzes by, it is
imperative that a driver see and avoid cars, pedestrians, and other
objects on the road.

There are two basic ways the brain can distinguish such objects from
moving backgrounds. It can enhance the objects that matter; or, it can
suppress the background, and, by virtue of this suppression, enhance the
objects. The latter is "the more efficient option," Tadin says. "Think
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about trying to have a conversation in a room with high background
noise. It is more effective to find a way to turn off the noise than it is to
just try speaking more loudly."

While these strategies are not the only ones the brain uses to highlight
moving objects—attention is another factor, for instance—previous
research from Tadin's lab found a link between IQ and an ability to
suppress background motion. The researchers speculated that in healthy, 
young people, a region in the brain called the middle temporal visual
area (MT) is responsible for this suppression.

In order to test people's ability to identify moving objects on a moving
background, the researchers showed study participants moving textured
patterns. Within the textured background, there was a smaller patterned
object moving in the direction opposite from the background. The
participants were instructed to report either the location or the shape of
the smaller patterned object.

The researchers found that younger adults were better at seeing smaller
moving objects in the foreground and worse at seeing background
motion. Older adults—participants aged 65 and above—were the
opposite. They were poorer at seeing the smaller moving objects because
they had a heightened awareness of the backdrop against which the
objects moved. Younger adults took on average 20 milliseconds to pick
out the moving objects, and older adults took about 30 milliseconds.

While both groups were efficient at the task, taking only a fraction of a
second to detect the movement of the object against the background,
"those extra milliseconds could make a big difference," says Woon Ju
Park, a former postdoctoral associate in Tadin's lab and currently a
research associate at the University of Washington. "Think about things
that matter for your survival." A split second could mean the difference
between hitting or avoiding a pedestrian; or it could be just enough time
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to lose sight of a rambunctious child. In the case of the animal world, it
could mean the difference between life and death.

"Think of an animal in the wild," Park says. "If it sees a moving object,
that could either be lunch for the animal or something that could eat that
animal for lunch. Animals are really good at camouflage, but even the
best camouflage pulls apart with motion."

The researchers speculate that older adults have impaired motion
segregation because as people age, their vision changes and becomes
"noisier." As an adaptive mechanism, the aging brain then might
prioritize integrating motion information in general over suppressing and
segmenting background from foreground. The results also suggest that
people with psychiatric conditions such as schizophrenia—associated
with similar "noisier" visual systems—might also experience the trade-
off between integration and segregation.

Although the research shows that the ability to detect moving objects
against a moving background decreases with age, the research also offers
some good news for older adults.

"With training, we can make older adults be more like younger adults,"
Tadin says.

The researchers found that older adults could train their brains to process
motion more like younger adults by practicing visual segmentation of
moving objects. Older participants performed the study task for four
weeks, with four sessions per week, and became quicker at the task,
narrowing the gap in performance with their younger counterparts.
Surprisingly, the researchers found, the older participants who
underwent training did not in fact get better at seeing the smaller moving
object; their ability to see the object was just as good as it was at the
beginning of the training. What changed with training was that the older 
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adults became less sensitive to the background motion, just like younger
adults.

"Most of the time when you train something in the brain, things get
better," Tadin says. "This is a case where, with training, you get better at
seeing objects, while at the same time get worse at seeing the
background. This showed us that these two things are really integrally
connected, because when we affected one, the other one also changed."
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